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Journal of the Early Republic, Vol. 41, No. 3 (Fall 2021)
https://muse.jhu.edu/issue/46075


The Journal of Economic History, Vol. 81, Issue 3 (September 2021)
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-economic-history/issue/1EFC37BF2DA929B86C50E2D95CE74916


Quentin Lippmann, "From Material to Non-Material Needs? The Evolution of Mate Preferences through the Twentieth Century in France," 831-871.


Joanne Smith Finley, "Why Scholars and Activists Increasingly Fear a Uyghur Genocide in Xinjiang," 348-370.


Anonymous, "Palestine Between German Memory Politics and (De-)Colonial Thought," 374-382.


Irit Dekel & Esra Özyürek, "What Do We Talk About When We Talk about Antisemitism in Germany?," 392-399.


https://www.tandfonline.com/loi/rjge20

China and Global Development

Xiao Ouyang, “‘Tianxia’ and ‘Renlei mingyun gongtongti’: a revival of cosmopolitanism in a Chinese cultural disguise?,” 1-10.

Invited contributions

Tingyang Zhao 赵汀阳, “‘All-under-Heaven’ (tianxia 天下): between idealism and realism,” 26-41.

Articles

Guli-Sanam Karimova & Stephen A. LeMay, “The Belt and Road Initiative, world order, and international standards: continuity, adaptation, or discontinuity?,” 71-90.

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-global-history/issue/E1D4E8F029AFD16B4DEDBFCF95CEF616

Article

Sandra Wilson, "Why were there no war crimes trials for the Korean War?" 185-206.
Kevin O'Sullivan, "Civil War in El Salvador and the origins of rights-based humanitarianism,” 246-265.

Arenas in Global History: Dating the Great Divergence

Stephen Broadberry, "Historical national accounting and dating the Great Divergence,” 286-293.
Paolo Malanima, "Past growths: pre-modern and modern,” 301-308.
Research Articles

- Rodrigo Fracalossi de Moraes, "Weapons from the South: Democratization, Civil Society, and Brazil's Arms Exports,” ogab002.
- Sebastian Schmidt, "Boots on the Ground: Means, Ends, and the American Military Commitment to Europe,” ogab008.
- Adrian Gallagher, "To Name and Shame or Not, and If So, How? A Pragmatic Analysis of Naming and Shaming the Chinese Government over Mass Atrocity Crimes against the Uyghurs and Other Muslim Minorities in Xinjiang,” ogab013.

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-the-history-of-economic-thought/issue/CBFCC674E4EBF41C36519C345DC1CC58

Articles

George Bragues, "HERBERT SPENCER'S CASE FOR FREE BANKING," 219-236.

Symposium: Economics and its Boundaries

- Huei-Chun Su, David Colander, "The Economist As Scientist, Engineer, Or Plumber?," 297-312.

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjhr20/20/4

- Christopher J. Einolf, "How torturers are made: Evidence from Saddam Hussein’s Iraq," 381-395.
- Olga Avdeyeva & Molly Melin, "International socialization, international politics, and the spread of state bureaucracies for women's advancement," 396-413.

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fich20/49/4

Articles


Review Essay

Articles


Review Essay

- Anne E. C. McCants, "Who Is He Calling WEIRD?," 251–261.

Special Issue: Amos Oz's Two Pens: Between Literature and Politics; Guest editor: Arie M. Dubnov

- Vered Karti Shemtov, "'Now we shall reveal a little secret' first person plural and lyrical fluidity in the works of Amos Oz," 349-367.
- Neta Stahl, "'Like a cow that gave birth to a seagull': Amos Oz, Yoel Hoffmann and the birth of The Same Sea," 369-387.
- Adia Mendelson-Maoz, "Memory and space in the autobiographical writings of Amos Oz and Ronit Matalon," 389-414.

Research Article

- Juan Flores Zendejas, "Money Doctors and Latin American Central Banks at the Onset of the Great Depression," 429-463.
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Juliana Martínez Franzoni, “Understanding the State Regulation of Fatherhood in Latin America: Complementary versus Co-responsible,” 521-545.

Pablo Argote, “Does Voluntary Voting Enhance Partisan Bias? Evidence from Chile,” 547-571.


https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/flgh20/42/2

Andrew Lewis, “Tithe Personal and Praedial,” 123-146.


Kevin Costello, "Mandamus and Borough Political Life, 1615 to 1780," 171-201.


https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/smil20/20/1

Introduction


Articles


Journal of Military History, Vol. 85, No. 4 (October 2021)
https://www.smh-hq.org/jmh/jmhvols/854.html


Sherman Xiaogang Lai, "'The Devil is in the Details': Mao Zedong before and after the Luochuan Conference, August 1937," 930–53.

Jeff Rutherford, “Germany's Total War: Combat and Occupation around the Kursk Salient, 1943,” 954–79.


https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-modern-african-studies/issue/1D6FFA503DA060F68322019EA6CE72AE
Research Article

- Peter Brett, "Revolutionary legality and the Burkinabè insurrection,” 273-294.
- Frankline A. Ndi, Simon Batterbury, James Emmanuel Wanki, "Corporate land acquisitions at the intersection of lineage and patronage networks in Cameroon,” 319-341.
- Philip Nel, "Why Africans tolerate income inequality,” 343-365.

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rmoh20/14/2

Article

- Du Lihong, "State-building and the establishment of the modern healthcare system in China,” 187-204.
- Zhang Meng, "From respirator to Wu's mask: the transition of personal protective equipment in the Manchurian plague,” 221-239.

The Journal of Modern History, Vol. 93, No. 3 (September 2021)
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/toc/jmh/2021/93/3

Articles


https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rmis20/20/1/4

Art, Market and Agency at the Venice Biennale, 1895-1993

© 2021 The Authors

Research Article

Marie Tavinor, “‘God save Antonio Fradeletto’: Anglophilia and the consumption of British Art at the Venice Biennale, 1895–1914,” 382-399.

Review Article

Marie Tavinor, “‘God save Antonio Fradeletto’: Anglophilia and the consumption of British Art at the Venice Biennale, 1895–1914,” 382-399.

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjph20/56/2

Articles

Fiona Willans & Rajendra Prasad, “From Hindustani to (Fiji) Hindi and Back to Fiji Baat? Metalinguistic Reconstructions of the National Variety of Hindi in Fiji,” 101-118.
Pascal Marichalar, “‘This Mountain Is It’: How Hawaii’i’s Mauna Kea was ‘Discovered’ for Astronomy (1959–79),” 119-143.

Pacific Currents


Narratives and Documents

Martha Noyes, "Antares as the Older Brother of Wakea in Pre-Contact Hawaiian Cultural Astronomy," 173-184.

Comment


Journal of Palestine Studies, Vol. 49, No. 4 (Summer 2020)
https://online.ucpress.edu/jps/issue/49/4

Special Issue: The Pandemic and Palestine


© 2021 The Authors
H-Diplo Journal Watch [jw], Third Quarter 2021

- Ghassan Abu-Sittah, "The Virus, the Settler, and the Siege: Gaza in the Age of Corona," 65-76.

Roundtable

- Weeam Hammoudeh; Samah Jabr; Maria Helbich; Cindy Sousa, "On Mental Health Amid Covid-19," 77-90.

Article


Article


Interview


https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-policy-history/issue/17CB39FDF452C0A12C66E198D48D1F25

Article


https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/upse20/17/3

Scholarship of Teaching and Learning

- Claire Abernathy & Jennifer Forestal, "The Use of Debates in Political Science Courses," 343-355.

Political Science Instruction
Brandon M. Boylan, Mary F. Ehrlander & Troy J. Bouffard, "A Multimethod and Interdisciplinary Approach to Educating Postsecondary Students on Arctic Challenges and Governance," 418-436.


John McMahon, "Producing Political Knowledge: Students as Podcasters in the Political Science Classroom," 448-457.


Elizabeth L. Chalecki, "Escape Only by Thinking: Reinventing the Fred Friendly Seminar for Faculty-to-Faculty Learning at ISA," 472-481.


Elize Massard da Fonseca & Catarina Segatto, "Teaching Qualitative Research Methods in Political Science: Does One Size Fits All?," 493-501.

Ali Ansari, "A Royal Romance: The Cult of Cyrus the Great in Modern Iran," 405-419.


Kevin T. Van Bladel, "The Language of the Xūz and the Fate of Elamite" 447-462.

Bi Bo, "A Sogdian Medical Text from Turfan," 463-477.


Ahmad Al Jallad, "On the origins of the god Ruḍaw and some remarks on the pre-Islamic North Arabian pantheon," 559-571.

Götz König, "Remarks on the Iranian Xorde Avesta Sāde manuscripts 6135 (YL2-17) and 6187 (MZX6) (Notes on the Xorde Avesta VIII)," 573-590.

Antonio Panaino, "The 'Other' gumēzišn. About the Final 'Merger' of Limited Time with Eternity" 591-597.


Nicholas Sims-Williams, "Another pre-Sasanian Middle Persian inscription," 609-616.


Eve Krakowski, Sacha Stern, "Note of further research," 635-636.


Xiaorong Han, "Revolution knows no boundaries? Chinese revolutionaries in North Vietnam during the early years of the First Indochina War," 246-274.


Review Article


*Journal of Strategic Studies, Vol. 44, Issue 4 (2021)*

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fjss20/44/4

Defence Innovation and the 4th Industrial Revolution: Security Challenges, Emerging Technologies, and Military Implications, Edited by Michael Raska, Katarzyna Zysk, and Ian Bowers

Original Articles

Michael Raska, "The sixth RMA wave: Disruption in Military Affairs?," 456-479.


Katarzyna Zysk, "Defence innovation and the 4th industrial revolution in Russia," 543-571.


https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjth20/13/2


Heather Green, "'Game which the pampered pleasure seekers seek': hunting tourism, conservation, and colonialism in the Yukon Territory, Canada, 1910–1940," 138-164.


Jamie Nugent, "'Come to Ulster': the imagery and activities of the Ulster Tourist Development Association in Northern Ireland 1923–1939," 188-220.

*Journal of Vietnamese Studies, Vol. 16, No. 3 (Summer 2021)*

https://vs.ucpress.edu/content/16/3

Research Essays
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Cuong T. Mai, “The Karma of Love: Buddhist Karmic Discourses in Confucian and Daoist Voices in Vietnamese Tales of the Marvelous and Uncanny,” 1–76.


Minhyoung Kang, "The transformation of labor force dualism in South Korea's Shipyards, 1974 to the present," 276-296.

Hana Bortlová-Vondráková & Mónika Szente-Varga, "Labor migration programs within the socialist bloc. cuban guestworkers in late socialist Czechoslovakia and Hungary," 297-315.


Joe Pateman & John Pateman, "J. V. Stalin and The British Road to Socialism,” 353-370.


Editors, "Byzantium between East and West SPECIAL ISSUE in homage to the memory of David Jacoby,” 1.
Koray Durak, "The commercial history of Trebizond and the region of Pontos from the seventh to the eleventh centuries: an international emporium," 3-41.
Avital Heyman, "Was the East Latin?" 95-151.

The Middle East Journal, Vol. 75, No. 2 (Summer 2021)
https://muse.jhu.edu/issue/45158

Amr Yossef, "Military Doctrines in Israel and Iran: A Doctrinal Hybridity," 243-263.
Carolyn Barnett, "Women's Activism before and after the Arab Spring," 321-324.

Middle East Policy, Vol. 28, Issue 1 (Spring 2021)
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/toc/14754967/2021/28/1

Symposium

Regional Politics

International Relations
Yaniv Voller, "Moderate" Arab States: From the Cold War to the Syrian Conflict," 70-86.

Economics and Resources
Mohammed Bani Salameh, "Dam Wars: Are Ethiopia, Turkey, and Iran Leading to Water Armageddon?" 147-157.
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Research Article

- Marouf Cabi, "The duality of 'official' and 'local' in modern Iran: historical and intellectual foundations," 777-792.
- Daniella L. Farah, "'The school is the link between the Jewish community and the surrounding milieu': education and the Jews of Iran from the mid-1940s to the late 1960s," 793-809.
- Imad Alsoos, "From jihad to resistance: the evolution of Hamas's discourse in the framework of mobilization," 833-856.

Modern Asian Studies, Vol. 55, Issue 5 (September 2021)

Research Article

- Divya Cherian, "Stolen Skin and Children Thrown: Governing sex and abortion in early modern South Asia," 1461-1509.


Environmental Humanities

Editorial


Introduction
James Illingworth, "George Sand's volcanic imagination," 131-143.
Frances Hemsley, "Spectres of 'development': Francophonie, agricultural coloniality and genocide memory in Scholastique Mukasonga's La femme aux pieds nus and Inyenzi ou les Cafards," 193-2085.

Le Monde Diplomatique (July 2021)
https://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/2021/07

Benoît Bréville, "Vos régions, on n’en veut pas !," 1, 17.
Jérôme Doyon, "Que reste-t-il du communisme en Chine ?," 1, 8, 9.
Serge Halimi, "Une embalme en France ?," 1.
Jean-Louis Rocca, "De Mao Zedong à Xi Jinping, un parti pour le renouveau national," 8, 9.
Alain Deneault, "Et les multinatinales paieront (un peu)," 3.
Geneviève Clastres, "Vacances pour tous, une utopie qui s’éloigne," 18.
Laura Raim, "L’arnaque des entreprises responsables," 19.
Adrien Cluzet, "Pourquoi le régime syrien a survécu," 7.
Serge Regourd, "Désormais, tout est culturel!," 20-21.
Maëlle Mariette & Franck Poupeau, "À bas la mine, ou à bas l’État?" 10-11.
Pascal Corazza, "Un trafic d’experts," 27.
Régis Debray, "Si le grain ne meurt," 28.

Le Monde Diplomatique (August 2021)
https://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/2021/08/

Martin Scorsese, "Fellini est plus grand que le cinéma," 1, 22, 23.
Serge Halimi, "Dictature numérique," 1.
Evgeny Morozov, "Doit-on craindre une panne électronique?" 1, 12, 13.
Ezequiel Adamovsky, "Race et classe, le chaudron latino-américain," 3.
Rachel Knaebel, "L’Union chrétienne-démocrate, ou la droite allemande élastique," 4-5.
Christophe Trontin, "En Russie, une passion pour les talk-shows," 16-17.
Akram Belkaïd, “#MeToo secoue le monde arabe,” 7.
Anne Mathieu, La voix discordante des reporters anticolonialistes,” 20-21.
François Albera, “Un rêve épique et prolétarien,” 27.

Le Monde Diplomatique (September 2021)
https://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/2021/09/

Adam Baczko & Gilles Dorronsoro, “Comment les talibans ont vaincu l'Occident," 1, 14, 15.
Marc-Antoine Pérouse de Montclos, “Et pendant ce temps, la France s'enlise au Sahel,” 16.
Jean-Pierre Terrail, “Tous à l'école jusqu'à 18 ans !,” 10.
Alain Garrigou, “Éloquente abstention,” 3.
Frédéric Lemaire, “Cette dette dont les créanciers raffolent,” 17.
Romain Migus, “Au Pérou, deux mondes face à face,” 4-5.
Quentin Müller, “À Socotra, la paix s'est enlevée,” 6.
Agathe Mélinand, “Andersen, la rumeur de l'enfance,” 27.

Le Monde Diplomatique - Manière de Voir (August – September 2021)
https://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/mav/178/

La mer, histoire, enjeux, menaces

I. Frontières invisibles

Serge Gruzinski, “Puisque la Terre est ronde.”
Alain Gresh, “Lente émergence des empires européens.”
Éric Rouleau, “Et Nasser nationalisa le canal.”
Didier Cormorand, “Droits maritimes, un enjeu stratégique.”
Akram Belkaïd, “Quand Oman tenait tête à la Royal navy.”
Nicolas Escach, “La grande bleue se lézarde.”
Abdelwahab Biad et Elsa Edynak, “Chagos, le porte-avions de corail.”
Cécile Marin et A. B., “Mortelle Méditerranée.”
Mortelle Méditerranée, “Mon pirate bien-aimé.”
P. R., ” Républiques maritimes.”
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II. Richesses et convoitises

- Kyle G. Brown, "L'Afrique dépouillée de ses poissons."
- L'Afrique dépouillée de ses poissons, "Les cassés de la mer."
- Natacha Henry, "Blackpool, haut lieu du tourisme populaire."
- François Ruffin, "Naufrage industriel pour la marine marchande."
- P. R., "La boîte de Pandore."
- Samuel Berthet, "Les corridors de la discorde."
- Benoît Bréthe, "Pourquoi se baigner ?"
- P. R., "Le piège diabolique."
- Franck Moisnard et Maurice Ronai, "Cinématographies du grand large."
- P. R., "La ligue de la Hanse."

III. Défendre et dominer

- Sandrine Baccaro et Philippe Descamps, "Géopolitique du brise-glace."
- Philippe Leymarie, "L'US Navy, maîtresse des eaux."
- Olivier Zajec, "Et pendant ce temps, à Jiangnan...."
- Olivier-Marie Meyer, "Dans les archipels de la fiction."
- Romain Bertrand (extrait), "Marchands ou truands ?."
- Charles Perragin et Guillaume Renouard, "Câbles sous-marins, une affaire d'États."
- C. M. et P. R., "Goulets d'étranglement de la mondialisation."
- Jean-Marie Collin, "La bombe juridique des îles Marshall contre les puissances nucléaires."
- P. R., "Plongée dans une soupe de plastique."
- François Gipouloux (extrait), "Malacca au XVie siècle, ville-État et empire commercial."


https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cnid20/23/4

Contested Minorities in the ‘New Europe’: National Identities in Interwar Eastern and Southeastern Europe

- Anca Filipovici, "'Faith and work for King and Country!' Nationalization and covert Romanianization through the youth organization Straja Țării (1934–1940)," 349–367.


https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fnep20/27/2


**Special Section**

Valery Perry, "Desperately Seeking Empowerment: Perspectives on Women, Radicalization, and Extremism in the Western Balkans," 169–175.


Boris Milanović, “‘To Conclude, Women Are a Mistake’—A Study of Serbian User Discourse on 4Chan's /Pol/ Board on Women within Political Ideology,” 193–212.


**New Global Studies, Vol. 15, Issue 2–3 (August 2021)**


**Special Double Issue on Globality**


Abhishek Ghosal and Saswat Samay Das, “What's Wrong with the Global? The Interconnected Roles of Inequality, Migrancy, Criminality, Religion, Class, and Caste in India,” 287–301.

Alexa Robertson, "What's Happened to Global News?,” 303–322.


**Orbis, Vol. 65, No. 3 (Summer 2021)**

https://www.fpri.org/issues/orbis-summer-2021/


Joseph Siegle & Candace Cooke, "Presidential Term Limits Key to Democratic Progress and Security in Africa," 467–482.

In Review

Jakub Grygiel, "Considering Two Founders of Naval Strategic Thought," 545–548.

Passport: The Society for Historians of American Foreign Relations Review, Vol. 52, No. 2 (September 2021)

James Goode, "Research Note: Hoping for the Best, Preparing for the Worst," 33.
"2021 SHAFR Award Winners," 40–44.
"Minutes of the April 2021 and June 2021 Council Meetings," 45–49.
"Dispatches," 56–57.
Frederick Logevall, "In Memoriam: Walter LaFeber," 58.

https://academic.oup.com/past/issue/252/1
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Omar Youssef Cheta and Kathryn A. Schwartz, "A Printer's Odd Plea to Reform Legal Pluralism in Khedival Egypt," 179–211.


Shane Doyle, "Chronology and Causality in Africa's HIV Pandemic: The Production of History Between the Laboratory and the Archive," 349–290.


An interview by Heather Fryer, "In conversation: David Hostetter and Matt Meyer on the pasts and futures of peace research," 229–240.


https://psycnet.apa.org/PsycARTICLES/journal/pac/27/3

Editorial


Empirical Studies: Middle East

Reli Gilad, Samer Halabi, and Miles Hewstone, "Effects of power asymmetry on the sustained impact of a contact-based intervention on perceptions of relations between Arabs and Jews in Israel," 339–349.


Virgil Zeigler-Hill, Avi Besser, and David Andrews, "The social worldviews of Israelis and attitudes toward peace with the Palestinians: The mediating roles of ideological attitudes and perceptions of threat," 393–404.


Dennis T. Kahn, Fredrik Björklund, and Gilad Hirschberger, "Why are our political rivals so blind to the problems facing society? Evidence that political leftists and rightists in Israel mentally construe collective threats differently,” 426–435.

Empirical Studies: Toward Solutions


Anne Holper and Tetiana Kyselova, “Inclusion dilemmas in peacebuilding and dialogues in Ukraine,” 475–485.


Brief Research Reports


https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cper20/32/4

Symposium: Sport, Development, and Peace


Other Features
Nico Schneider, "Will the Revolution Be Tweeted?," 544–553.


"Éditorial," 6–8.


Guillaume Cravero & Patricia Crifo, "La finance durable, nouvel enjeu de la compétition économique mondiale," 79–92.

Stephan Martens, "Quel rôle pour la Bundeswehr ?," 121–133.

Élie Tenenbaum, "Vers la fin de vingt ans de guerre contre le terrorisme ?," 137–147.

Éditorial


Dossier


Parcours de recherche


Varia


Regions and Cohesion, Vol. 11, Issue 2 (June 2021)

Editors’ Note


Articles

- Adolfo Lucero Álvarez, Columba Rodríguez Alviso, Oscar Frausto Martínez, José Luis Aparicio López, Alejandro Díaz Garay, and Maximo Reyes Umaña, “Recognition of factors that promote resilience to hurricanes,” 26–56.
- Juan Alberto Gran Castro and Silvia Lizette Ramos de Robles, “Percepción de riesgos a la salud frente al cambio climático en México,” 57–82.

World Family Portrait
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https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rhi20/25/2

Emma L. Shaw & Debra J. Donnelly, "Micro-narratives of the ancestors: worship, censure, and empathy in family hi(stories)," 207–223.
Torbjörn Gustafsson Chorell, "Modes of historical attention: wonder, curiosity, fascination," 242–257.

https://journals.lwbooks.co.uk/renewal/vol-29-issue-2/

Karel Williams, "How and why the idea of foundational economy is radical," 10–16.
David Edgerton, "How and why the idea of a national economy is radical," 17–22.
Louisa Bartolo, "'Eyes wide open to the context of content': Reimagining the hate policies of social media platforms through a substantive equality lens," 39–51.
Patrick Thaddeus Jackson, "‘Alternative facts’, scientific claims and political action,” 63–72.
Alex Campsie, "Review article: The case for Scottish Labour?,” 91–95.

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rfia20/19/3

Symposium: Who "Belongs" at Uncle Sam's Thanksgiving Table? Reflections on American History, Identity, and Immigration

Soong-Chan Rah, "Ghosts of Thanksgiving Past, Present, and Future,” 20–32.

Articles


https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/review-of-international-studies/issue/04A7BAA6D3723366EB25918748852B9A


Emma-Louise Anderson, Laura Considine, and Amy S. Patterson, “The power-trust cycle in global health: Trust as belonging in relations of dependency,” 422–442.


Revista Brasileira de Política Internacional, Vol. 64, No. 2 (2021)
https://www.scielo.br/j/rbpi/i/2021.v64n2/

José Antonio Sanahuja & Francisco Javier Verdes-Montenegro Escáñez, "The Copenhagen School in South America: the (de)securitization of UNASUR (2008-2017)."

Augusto C. Dall'Agnol & Marco Cepik, “The demise of the INF Treaty: a path dependence analysis.”

Samuel Conde Amorim and Laura C. Ferreira-Pereira, "Brazil's quest for autonomy in Asia: the role of strategic partnerships with China and Japan.”

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/revista-de-historia-economica-journal-of-iberian-and-latin-american-economic-history/issue/94B06173E295590457A769FF0873EBA


Juan José Martínez Barraza, "Comercio de mercancías locales en Santiago de Chile, 1773–1778," 297–327.


Revolutionary Russia, Vol. 34, Issue 1 (2021)
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/frvr20/34/1

Boris Kolonitskii, "Kerensky as ‘Traitor’: Symbolic Politics, Rumour and the Political Deployment of Rumours in the Revolutionary Period," 1–18.

Cheng Yi Meng, "Revolutions Never Die, they Just Fade Away: The February Revolution through Chinese Eyes,” 19–44.


Jon Lundesgaard & Victoria V. Tevilna, “Profit under the Soviets: Timber Concessions, Western interests and the Monetary Reforms under NEP,” 71–90.

Christopher Read, "Ten Months that No Longer Shake the World? The Centenary of the Russian Revolution and Beyond,” 91–137.

Feature Review


Revue Française de Science Politique (2021/2)
https://www.cairn.info/revue-francaise-de-science-politique-2021-2.htm


Julie Blanck, “Changer l’organisation pour maintenir un projet contesté. La politique de gestion des déchets radioactifs,” 239–260.

Revue d'Histoire Moderne et Contemporaine (2021/2)
https://www.cairn.info/revue-d-histoire-moderne-et-contemporaine-2021-2.htm

Race, sang et couleur à l’époque moderne : histoires plurielles (I)

Claude-Olivier Doron and Élie Haddad, "Race et histoire à l’époque modern," 7–34.

Race, Théologie et religion


Élie Haddad, "Le terme de race en contexte nobiliaire : une histoire sociale (France, XVIe siècle),” 131–158.


Entretien avec Jean-Pierre Raffarin, Propos recueillis par Pascal Boniface, "La France dans un monde post-bipolaire : un rôle à réinventer,” 27–34.

Michel Foucher, "La place au soleil. Réflexions sur trente années de jeu international, 35–41.


Barthélemy Courmont, "Du moment unipolaire au rattrapage chinois, quel ordre international ?,” 55–63.


Pierre Jaillet, "Du tiers-monde à l’émergence, de nouvelles hiérarchies dans la mondialisation ?," 85–95.


Benedetta Calandra, "«Too many people?». Il laboratorio portoricano e le politiche di controllo della natalità come strumento di modernità e sviluppo," 61–69.

Saggi
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Emma De Angelis, “Editor’s Note,” 9.

Rethinking Warfare for the 21st Century


Security During the Pandemic


Alliances in a Post-Brexit World


https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rusi20/166/3

Emma De Angelis, “Editor’s Note,” 9.
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